
An informal look at the 
Wuhan Plague





Origin



Geographical origin is 
scientifically relevant

• Understanding the conditions for its emergence and 
mitigating future outbreak pathways


• The initial condition for spatial spreading


• Politics (above my pay grade but clearly relevant)



But controversial





Susceptible Infected Recovered 
models in Epidemiology
?



Variants of SIR
• mean field (well mixed)


• single representative agent


• different agent classes (“young”, “old” etc)


• contact networks


• infection dynamics on a graph


• + Exposed(s), Dead (etc) = SEnIRD in general



SIR model
field treatment but here we prefer a simple model that outlines the main
concepts.

The rate of change of these quantities are assumed to obey the following
equations, with the agent’s type labelled by j 2 [1,M ] and omitting the
explicit t-dependences for clarity, we write

Ṡj = �Sj

X

k

jkIk/N⌧

İj = Sj
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jkIk/N⌧ � Ij/⌧

Ṙj = Ij[1� !j(~I)]/⌧
Ḋj = Ij!(~I)/⌧ (1)

Where ⌧ a single recovery time and the matrix elements jk are functions
of the behaviour, of each type, characterised by that type’sinfectivity param-
eter j, large if a more e↵ective spreader. In order of simplification one might
assume either (i) symmetry jk = kj of infectivity in pairwise contacts, or
(ii) the infectivity being dominated by the most infective partner, with re-
spectively three and two independent matrix element per pairwise contact,
or (iii) constant infectivity, with a single global constant infectivity (roughly
equivalent to R0). A convenient symmetric form is therefore

jk =

✓

↵
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↵
k

2

◆1/↵

(2)

where ↵ = 1 corresponds to a simple mean of the two agents’ individual
infectivities and ↵ ⌧ 1, ↵ � 1 correspond to biasing the pairwise infectivity
towards the least/most infective partner, respectively; the latter consistent
with case (ii).

Scaling so that sj = Sj/N (similarly for all lower case variables) and with
rescaled time variables in which ⌧ = 1 we have

ṡj = �sj

X
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i̇j = sj
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jkik � ij

ṙj = ij[1� !j(~i)]
ḋj = ij!j(~i) (3)

Here !j, the probability that infection results in death, increases with
the number of infected cases due to saturating health care resources. For
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Symmetric pairwise infectivity



rescaled SIR
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Health risks

�j =
h�
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pjij
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�j
0

0
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!j(~i) = pj(!̃jqj + (1� qj))

Beds per infected agent in category j 
under triage (small index prioritised)

Probability of death for an infected j

Probability of an infected j getting a bed



rescaled SIR 
(single representative agent)

j = 2 and that the behaviour of the j = 2 agents is oblivious to that of the
j = 1 agents. From now on we refer to j = 1, 2 as cooperators/defectors
respectively.

Observations:
Defector strategies go away completely if few enough people die - why risk

getting the disease even with an empty hospital if you have a good enough
chance of not catching it at all (or getting vaccinated; eventually) = make
people think vaccines are on the way?

Can we show that " can increase overall Utility and hence improve com-
mon good (even though, itself, it contributes a strictly negative contribution
to all individual tyoes)?

6 Conclusions

7 Outlook

The present crisis also reveals opportunities for societal adaptation. It seems
likely that both the global financial system and manufacturing, agricultural
and supply chains have reached a fragile state due to globalised mercantilist
and financial arbitrage strategies that have disproportionately enriched a few
but endangered us all. This is self-evident from the highly nonlinear risks
associated with a disease that will likely kill only a tiny fraction of humanity
in absolute terms. Furthermore, the extremely close correlation between
health and GDP [cite] makes it almost certain that many more deaths will
result from the financial consequences of the disease than from its direct
e↵ects. We believe that a case can be made for communicating this clearly
to the public, together with a promise that lessons will be learned for the
future.

8 SI

ṡ = �si

i̇ = (s� 1)i
ṙ = i[1� !(i)]
ḋ = i!(i) (7)
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Health risks 
(single representative agent)

• Keep it simple!


• proportion p (a few %) of those infected will need intensive 
health intervention, those who receive it are assumed to 
survive with probability ~50%, otherwise they die.


• only a fraction h of the population can be accommodated in 
intensive treatment: UK is about 7 per 100,000 (many are 
usually occupied!)


• In multi-agent variants of these models triage might be 
assumed to consign vulnerable groups to the end of the 
queue



Assumptions

• Mean field


• Single representative agent (no game theoretic arbitrage)


• No hidden immunity



Parameterisation

(i) use others’ fits!

R0 =  ⇠ 1� 2 Japan

R0 =  ⇠ 3� 5 UK

⌧ ⇠ 5� 7 days

(ii) use a Bayesian approach (John Molina)







Posterior distributions



SIR dynamics (linear scale)
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SIR dynamics (log10 scale)
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Some important numbers (i)
If… we somehow engineer infectivity    so that infected 
cases stick to a nominal healthcare threshold

i = h/p ⇠ 10⇥ 10�5

4%
⇠ 2.5⇥ 10�3

Then… we get the epidemic over as quickly as possible 
while not over-stressing the NHS. 



This equates to a time 

t ⇠ ⌧s/i ⇠ ⌧p/h ⇠ 2000 days

obviously    is important!h



Some important numbers (ii)
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when this is all over “herd immunity” can, at best, protect an uninfected fraction  s = 1/



• This is small. Most people will become infected*


• We would probably agree that this small fraction should 
be the vulnerable


• …that requires the rest of us to catch it!

s1 = 1/

*unless 


(i) substantial & permanent behavioural changes:

(ii) effective contact tracing a la S Korea: SIR

(iii) lockdown to           until a vaccine

(iv) hidden immunity


 . 1

 ⇡ 4 !  ⇡ 1



Vaccine timeline
We are talking at least a year before a vaccine will be available.
     Mike Ryan, executive director of the WHO’s health emergencies program

It will take at least a year to a year in a half to have a vaccine we can use
     Anthony Fauci, director of the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID)

No absolute assumption can be made that a vaccine will appear at all
     Dr David Nabarro, Professor at Imperial College London & special envoy to the WHO on Covid-19

Economic “Discount” times on epidemic cost ~ year(+)



Utility theory for decision 
making



Individual-level utility

U =

Z 1
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Utility surface (constant   )
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Utility at constant 
U =

Z T

t

⇣
�aḋ(t0)� (� ?)2

⌘
dt0

U ⇠ �ad(T )� (� ?)2T

loss of freedom/salary ~ £104 per year

Costs per person: death ~ £105 difference in death rate fast/slow ~few%

Challenging to parameterise a utility under which an “rational economic agent”  
would chose the               branch ⇡ 1



Utility a functional of (t) j
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Utility with government field 

U =

Z 1

t
f t�t0
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Its likely that this is controlling behaviour

How is the Government choosing this field? 

Role of media somewhat ambiguous in classical economic theory



Government-level “utility”

Some (t), also an extremum of U at the individual level, extremises this!

Ugov =

Z 1
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~10’s % of GDP�g

↵g  ?

�g The government apparently cares very much about NHS load

…politics dominant

Role of media unambiguous in classical political theory!



Summary

• Important we can talk about science unhindered by Orwellian “newspeak”


• Personal decision-making is highly sensitive to intervention


• What “utility” is, or should, the government be seeking to maximise?


• How does uncertainty enter? Is there a thermodynamic analogy?


• Ironically, might it even be that alternative political/media environments are 
better able to make rational decisions under these circumstances?
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Crisis

danger(ous) opportunity




